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SOME ERRONEOUS IDEAS OF ARCTIC GEOGRAPHY 

By VILHJALMUR STEFANSSON 

TRADITIONAL IDEAS OF THE POLAR REGIONS 

"The Polar Regions" is in one sense a term in geography; in another sense 
it is even now a term in folklore, and once upon a time that aspect was far 
more important than it is today. We cannot study the origin of the ideas 
about the polar regions, for this doubtless lies in prehistoric times. Our 
earliest histories show us the ideas definite in form although almost wholly 
erroneous in content. It is probable that few people today have a clearer 
idea of the polar regions than did, for instance, the Romans and the Greeks. 
What those ideas were we shall not consider in detail, merely summing them 
up as a group of mental pictures of an area lying beyond the sheltering 
mountains of southern Europe filled with definite terrors more or less directly 
allied with cold and darkness. To people of subtropical lands the very idea 
of water in a solid state, as ice or snow, was gruesome. To those accustomed 
to a succession of days and nights that varied only slightly in length from 
season to season the thought of short days and long nights in winter was 
dreadful, and that of weeks or months without sunlight the depth of 
horror. 

As civilization advanced northward the northern regions of darkness and 
desolation were gradually shifted farther and farther north. But the process 
was slow: the generally accepted idea lagged behind the acquisition of 
scientific facts. The "farthest north" of Pytheas was discredited by Strabo, 
who placed the boundary of the habitable world just north of Britain. And 
of the Roman conception of the possible northward extension of civilization 
we have a well-known presentation in the gloomy picture of Germany drawn 
by Tacitus. When the heritage of classical learning passed to the Arab 
scholars of the Middle Ages, they readily adopted the idea of the dark and 
frozen north. It was still the general belief of che Mediterranean peoples. 
In the thirteenth century we find Robertus Anglicus protesting in Mont- 
pellier against the geographers who ascribe to England "an uninhabitable 
climate."1 

Even today parts of Norway that are in reality no colder at Christmas 
time than Wisconsin or Massachusetts, are likely to be pictured by our 
university graduates as the very outposts of desolation. This is not directly 
through a misunderstanding of the facts of geography and meteorology 
but is rather a survival, in spite of correctly apprehended scientific 
principles, of ancient inherited opinions about the terrors of the Frozen 
North. 

1 Pierre Duhem: Le systeme du monde, 5 vols., Paris, 19I3-17; reference in Vol. 3, p. 292. 
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PRESENT-DAY MISCONCEPTIONS OF THE ARCTIC 

Today the average intelligent person who is not a geographer or a meteor- 
ologist is likely to have the following ideas about the Arctic: 

I. In general, it is dreadfully cold there at all times of the year; in partic- 
ular, the minimum temperatures of winter are everywhere lower than they 
are anywhere in lands occupied by an agricultural population. In summer 
the greatest heat is not sufficient to make the days comfortably warm. 

2. The Arctic lands are nearly everywhere devoid of vegetation. If there 
is any vegetation, it is mosses and lichens. A few people who are not geog- 
raphers have heard that there are flowers in the polar regions, some even 
know that there are carpets of flowers; but this idea is prevented from 
becoming very enlightening by the assumption that these are all "lowly," 
"hardy," or "stunted" plants. 

3. The Arctic is, generally speaking, devoid of animal life. In some places 
there are polar bears and seals, but neither of these animals nor any other 
is found in the water or on the ice when you get into "the remote polar 
regions" at great distances from land. 

4. A certain mystical idea about the polar regions is responsible for a 
group of notions as follows: (a) that there is a peculiar deathlike stillness 
at most or all times; (b) that the polar night has a dreadfully depressing 
effect on the human spirit, but that (c) there is a certain fascination about 
the North which either in spite of its terrors or even because of them entices 
men of a peculiarly heroic mold into these dreadful regions, there to suffer 
and if need be to die in the cause of science. 

We have perhaps not made this picture complete, but, so far as we have 
drawn it, it will be found substantially correct. 

NOISES OF THE SO-CALLED "SILENT NORTH" 

A curious instance of how an inherited idea can fail to be corrected 
through repeated observation is found in "the eternal silence" of the North. 
It seems likely to me that had Sir Clements Markham lived to see the 
publication of his last book, it would not have appeared as it did under the 
title, "The Lands of Silence." Still, it is significant that a book under that 
title should have been published in I92I after centuries of polar exploration 
and as a summary of what is known about the Far North and Far South. 

We know from the fact that Sir Clements Markham had himself been in 
the North and also from his own writings that he was familiar with the great 
variety of summer animal life. A hundred species and more of birds nest 
largely or almost entirely north of the arctic circle. There are millions of 
cackling geese and squawking ducks and tens of thousands of cranes and 
swans and loons. Except for the noise made by our machinery rather than 
by ourselves, and except for possibly one or two beasts of the tropics, there 
is nothing in all creation more noisy than the loon; and no one who has ever 
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heard their ghoulish shrieks and their maniacal laughter can think of any 
place infested with them as being noiseless. But in the North we have, in 
addition to them and in addition to the birds mentioned, more than a 
hundred varieties of other birds, each making its own peculiar noise. And 
then there are the insects. The buzz of the mosquito cannot be said to be 
particularly loud, but it certainly is a noise that attracts the attention of 

anyone who happens to be about. 
These are the noises of the summer, and there are also the whistle of 

the spermophile, the sharp bark of the fox, and the long howl of the wolf. 
In the winter the birds are gone with their noise except for the unobtrusive 
cackle of the ptarmigan and the occasional croak of a raven. Some owls 
also are there, but they are never noisy. The foxes bark occasionally, as 

they do in summer, and through the starlit night there resounds afar the 
howl of the wolf (wolves are found in most of the Arctic lands) either singly 
or in chorus. But even were they and all other animals absent, the winter 
would be by no means silent. If you are inland, about the only loud noises are 
the whistle of the wind and the resonant cracking of the ground when it 

splits and splits again under the influence of expansion and contraction with 

changing temperature. But few explorers have spent their winters inland; 
rather have they been on the coast lines or in some cases out at sea. 

The book dealing with polar regions that was published in England 
immediately preceding Markham's "Lands of Silence" was Shackleton's 

"South," from which we quote:2 

July 25. Very heavy pressure about the ship. During the early hours a large field on the 

port quarter came charging up, and on meeting our floe tossed up a ridge from ten to fifteen 
feet high. The blocks of ice as they broke off crumbled and piled over each other to the ac- 

companiment of a thunderous roar .... 
August 4. For nine days we have had southerly winds, and the last four we have experi- 

enced howling blizzards. I am sick of the sound of the infernal wind. Din! Din! Din! and 
darkness .. 

Of similar import is a quotation from my own book, "The Friendly Arctic": 

Two characteristic noises of southern lands are absent. There is not the rustle of leaves 
nor the roar of traffic. Nor is there the beating of waves upon a shore except in summer. 
But none of these sounds are heard upon the more southerly prairies. The treeless plains of 
Dakota when I was a boy were far more silent than ever the Arctic has been in my experi- 
ence . . . near the sea at least there is, not always but on occasion, a continuous and to 
those in exposed situations a terrifying noise. When the ice is being piled against a polar 
coast there is a high-pitched screeching as one cake slides over the other, like the thousand- 
times magnified creaking of a rusty hinge. There is the crashing when cakes as big as a 
church wall, after being tilted on edge, finally pass beyond their equilibrium and topple 
down upon the ice; and when extensive floes, perhaps six or more feet in thickness, gradually 
bend under the resistless pressure of the pack until they buckle up and snap, there is a 

groaning as of supergiants in torment and a booming which at a distance of a mile or two 
sounds like a cannonade.3 

2 Sir Ernest Shackleton: South, New York, 1920, p. 325. 
3 Vilhjalmur Stefansson: The Friendly Arctic: The Story of Five YeaIs in Polar Regions, New York, 1921, 

p. 19. 
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SUMMER HEAT IN THE "FRIGID" ZONE 

That the persistence of the idea that the Arctic regions are everywhere 
extremely cold at all times of year is not due to any misapprehension of 
geographic or meteorological laws, is shown by the fact that every textbook 
on geography lays down the principles from which we could deduce the fact 
that many parts of the polar regions cannot be as cold as certain other 
inhabited and "civilized" parts of the northern hemisphere and that the 
Arctic summer in certain places must be extremely hot. The weather 
bureaus of all northerly countries furnish facts to bear out these geographic 
principles. Yet most persons remain oblivious to them. 

Psychologically there is another aspect to this case. The mind has a 
passion for simplicity. From the economic point of view there is still another 
angle. We are in need of every labor-saving device. To say that the tropics 
are always hot, the "temperate" regions neither hot nor cold, and the polar 
regions always cold, satisfies the mind's craving for simplicity and saves the 
time of the teacher, who gets an idea into the minds of his pupils with very 
little effort. The only trouble is that the idea is not correct-for any of the 
zones. The error of this simplified idea regarding the two former zones has 
been well put by Mark Jefferson, "What a suggestion of burning heat has 
the phrase 'torrid zone' and how unwarranted! And how pleasing is the 
name 'temperate' applied to our own zone! ... so intemperate in fact 
that the only sound description of it that applies at all times is that every 
season is exceptional." 4 

The textbooks tell us that the amount of solar heat received at any point 
on the earth's surface depends on the angle at which the sun's rays fall and 
the length of day and, furthermore, that the rapid increase of length of day 
toward the pole during summer more than compensates for the decreased 
angle at which the sun's rays strike the earth. Hence at midsummer more 
heat per square mile is received within the polar regions than at the equator.5 

This comes into flat conflict with all our inherited views as to the nature 
of the polar regions, although it explains satisfactorily such figures as those 
given by the United States Weather Bureau for the summer temperature of 
Fort Yukon, Alaska, four miles north of the arctic circle, where, according 
to the Bureau, a temperature of Io00 F. in the shade was recorded in June, 
I915. Nor are high temperatures unusual. Dr. Cleveland Abbe gives 9go 
as the summer maximum in the Yukon valley, and, while he questions 
certain extremely high temperatures (I 12? or over) that have been reported, 
he says "That it grows very hot in this province [Alaskan interior] no one 
may deny."6 The average temperature of the warmest month at Fort 

4 Mark Jefferson: The Real Temperatures Throughout North and South America, Geogr. Rev., Vol. 6, i918 
pp. 240-267; reference on p. 240. 

6 This refers to values at the upper limit of the earth's atmosphere; but, even allowing for the loss of heat in 
transmission through the atmosphere, the ratio is high-according to Angot, 494 for the North Pole to 517 for 
the equator at the summer solstice. 

6 Cleveland Abbe, Jr.: Climate, in "The Geography and Geology of Alaska," by A. H. Brooks, U. S. Geol. 
Survey Professional Paper No. 45, I906, pp. 133-200; reference on p. I55. 
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Macpherson, 65 miles within the arctic circle, is 580 F., only I? less than 
that of San Francisco (59?). The mean maximum is 80?. 

GREAT VARIETY OF TEMPERATURE CONDITIONS IN THE ARCTIC 

But it is not conservatism alone and the volume of inherited misinforma- 
tion that have enabled the idea to prevail that the North is always cold. 
Different parts of the Arctic have very different temperatures. There are 
certain parts which never become very warm in summer, and, as it happens, 
some of the most widely known regions are included in them because they 
have been convenient to traders and travelers and have been, largely through 
what might be called accidental reasons, the base stations of many well- 
known polar expeditions. 

Take, for instance, Greenland with its historical connections with Europe 
and its present-day interest as a Danish colony. The island is a mass of high 
mountains which store up "cold" in the form of the well-known ice cap and 

locally refrigerate the air so that there are only a few places in Greenland 
where it ever gets uncomfortably warm in summer.7 

Another storehouse of cold is the polar ocean which saves up enough chill 
from the long months of winter to neutralize locally a good deal of the sum- 
mer heat. North of the arctic circle it is only where you get far away from 
ice-covered mountains and far away from the ocean, in such places as the 
northern plains of North America or Asia, that you get the intense summer 
heat which no one expects who holds the historic view about the Arctic 
but which everyone expects who understands the principles of climatology. 

AN INSTANCE OF THE RETARDING INFLUENCE OF TRADITION 

IN THE DEVELOPMENT OF OUR PRAIRIES 

The lands that are the seat of our recent high civilization are mainly 
forest-covered except where the forests have been cleared away. Our people 
are accustomed to the idea that in order to be desirable a land must be 
forested. This erroneous view kept back the development of the frontiers 
of the United States, even as far south as Illinois, until the comparatively 
infertile lands around had been colonized. Only about half the history of the 
United States as a nation has passed since people came to realize that a land 

may be desirable though it be treeless. It was even more recently that our 
mid-western farmers saw that the absence of trees is an advantage, enabling 
them to cultivate at little expense lands more productive on the average 
than the fields reclaimed by decades of labor from originally forest-clad 

areas, such as those of Massachusetts or Wisconsin. 
In going west from the Atlantic seaboard, the colonists did not expect to 

find undesirable land and were surprised and grieved when the prairie lay 
before them. Those who have gone north from either Europe or America, 

7 According to Hann Angmagsalik (65? 37' N.) has a mean July temperature of 43? and an extreme temper- 

ature of 66?. 
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prepared to arrive at a region of desolation, found only the desolation they 
expected when the northern prairies lay before them, and wherever they 
went they filled their narratives with such adjectives as "barren" and 
"desolate." But, although they perhaps intended to indicate by those 
adjectives little beyond the mere absence of trees, they have conveyed a 
gloomier meaning to the stay-at-homes who read the books. 

ILLUSTRATIONS OF TRADITION IN CURRENT DESCRIPTIONS OF ALASKA 

An added reason why we find it so difficult to get correct ideas about the 
North is that even the writers who are trying to explain to us the friendliness 
and fruitfulness of the Arctic are handicapped in doing so by the molds in 
which their childhood thought has been cast. A good example of that is a 
recent article in the Review of Reviews. This is a magazine of the higher 
type. Furthermore, the author of the article evidently intends to be specifi- 
cally truthful. The whole tenor of what he writes contradicts his opening 
sentence, which is as follows: "A new chapter in the story of the international 
search for oil is now being unfolded in the frozen wilderness of the far North."8 
By the words "the frozen wilderness of the far North," he obviously does 
not mean to convey the idea that the country is particularly frozen. To 
him this is merely a formula to describe the North and does not mean that 
the North is frozen any more than calling Michigan the "Wolverine State" 
implies that the most outstanding feature of that state is the omnipresence 
of wolverines. We see this clearly when we follow the article on towards its 
end, where we find the following: "The Imperial Oil drillers were furnished 
with vegetable seeds when they went north and requested to observe closely 
the results of their planting. They found that peas planted early in June 
were ripe on July 23. By the end of July potatoes were ready to eat and 
the grass was three feet high. The soil is a rich black loam. Some day this 
country may serve as a great agricultural district."9 This, then, is the very 
district to which he refers as the "frozen wilderness of the far North." 

Another good example is "A Cheechako in Alaska and Yukon," by Char- 
lotte Cameron. Mrs. Cameron also intends to be truthful, and scattered 
throughout her book are rapturous exclamations over the marvelous 
flowers and fruits and vegetables which she found growing nearly everywhere 
she went in Alaska. I have checked up the route by which she traveled 
and have found that it must have been seldom that she came near enough to 
any of the high mountains of Alaska to see a snow-capped peak. She then 
means nothing beyond the use of what to her is a formula or a name for 
the North when she says in the "Afterthoughts" to her book: 

Was this journey of 20,000 miles really worth while? The hardships, the inconveniences, 
the rebuffs, were they worth it all? 

8 J. W. Smallwood: Oil in the Frozen North, Amer. Rev. of Reviews, Vol. 63, 1921, pp. 639-644; reference on 
p. 639. 

9 Ibid., p. 643. 
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Of a surety! This long, long jaunt to the Arctic snows has brought me face to face with 
a race of men and women whom one is proud to own as kin-the pioneers, the men who 
blaze the trail, the men who, God willing, will point the way to that coming race of pioneers 
who will set out to conquer these ice-locked vastnesses.?0 

Of course, she or anyone can defend the description of Alaska as "ice- 
locked" by pointing out that there are some glaciers, especially near the 
southeastern corner of the territory, and that several mountains have snow 

caps. Still, no one will seriously maintain that the presence of glaciers 
around Sitka or Juneau is reason for calling Alaska a land of ice-locked 
vastnesses. The reason is historical. We are merely making fair acknowledg- 
ment by our vocabulary to the ancient southern civilizations from which 
our ideas have descended to us. 

The experience of others confirms this. F. A. McDiarmid, describing the 
Yukon, finds it necessary to combat the old conceptions.11 He says: 

For countless ages all peoples have looked upon the north as a wild and barren land, the 
home of the iceberg and the storm. In the past few years it has been given to a favored 
few to learn that the Yukon is a land of beauty, of sunny days and clear skies .... 

The enchanting beauty of the wide-spreading Yukon valley-its glorious sunshine and 
its wealth of vegetation and fruit and flowers-comes as a great surprise to one who beholds 
it for the first time; and often causes the exclamation "This cannot be the north." Indeed, it 
is not the north land of which we have read and thought perhaps to see. 

OTHER FACTORS HELPING TO PRESERVE THE TRADITION OF THE NORTH 

A set of reasons for the persistence of erroneous opinions about the 
North centers around the fact that many northern travelers have found it 

advantageous, for one reason or another, to perpetuate the idea of a land 
of desolation. Take, for instance, missionaries and explorers. 

Many travelers are hostile in their attitude towards missionaries, saying 
that they do far more harm than good in such places as China and Turkey, 
the interior of Africa, and the northern coast of Canada. I am not one of 
these. My opinion is that it would be a good thing for the Eskimos if they 
could be protected from our "civilization" as a whole. But if our civilization 

goes to them, as it is bound to do, I would be the last to say that the mis- 
sionaries should not go wherever the trader and whaler and prospector go. 
I think the missionaries help more than any other class of persons to temper 
to the shorn lamb the bitter wind of our civilization. 

The missionaries are doing important work, or at least a work which 

they think is important. To carry on that work with full efficiency they 
must have a great deal of money. They have found out by experience, and 
the missionary organizations here have found out, that there is nothing 
that opens our purses so readily as the belief that these devoted people have 
been undergoing great hardships in the Far North for the glory of the King- 
dom. Accordingly, it is only exceptional missionaries who take pains to 

10 Charlotte Cameron: A Cheechako in Alaska and Yukon, London, 1920, p. 292. 

11 F. A. McDiarmid: Determination of the I4Ist Meridian, The Journ. Royal Astronomical Soc. of Canada, 
Vol. 2, I908, pp. 84-95; reference on pp. 84 and 86. 
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explain what easy and pleasant times they have in their remote fields of 
work. 

When lecturing recently in Indianapolis I was presented to the audience 
by a man who had written on certain aspects of Canadian and Arctic explora- 
tion. In his introduction he assured me that whatever I might say in my 
lecture about the pleasant aspects of polar regions and the ease with which 
one could live there, he for one would never believe me and my audience 
would not. That is the beauty of being a polar explorer. You can go far 
away and do things that are easy to do, come back and say the country is 
friendly and the work pleasant, and still get credit for being a hero who 
must necessarily have gone through terrifying adventures in a region of 
utter desolation! Furthermore, southerners do have real hardships in the 
North-real to them, at least-and when graphically related the hardships 
are admirably suited to keeping firm in our minds our inherited views of 
the dreaded polar regions. 

STAGES IN THE DEVELOPMENT OF ARCTIC EXPLORATION 

We get a different idea, however, when we read the history of Arctic ex- 
ploration during the last three hundred years and trace the gradual emancipa- 
tion from its terrors. At first the travelers were in such dread of the northern 
winter that they made only summer forays in ships, returning home in 
the autumn. In the second stage of Arctic exploration they did pass the 
winter in the North, but practically in hibernation. It was a sort of trench 
warfare against the cold. They dug themselves in at the beginning of fall 
and managed to endure the tedillm of winter through various devices, such 
as publishing a newspaper or the teaching of school where the officers were 
the masters and the sailors the pupils or various other occupations designed 
to kill time. In the spring they came out of their trenches in more or less 
trepidation and did what exploring was possible by their primitive methods 
during the spring and summer. As late as 1878 Sir George Nares declared 
that any polar explorer should be censured for cruelty who required his 
men to begin the work of exploration before April. 

But long before the time of Nares, such pioneers as McClintock had 
begun to emancipate themselves from the imagined terrors of the Arctic 
winter. It was considered a great achievement, and was so in a certain 
sense, when they began to carry on sledge exploration under temperatures 
about the same as those at which children ordinarily go to school in winter 
in Manitoba and Dakota. 

Explorer after explorer made advances, and one by one the imagined 
difficulties of the North were conquered until finally, in the time of Peary, 
only one or two obstacles remained serious. He had emancipated himself so 
completely from the fear of the winter that he laid it down as a principle 
that all important exploratory sledge work should be done in winter and 
that the journeys ought to be over before the snow began to thaw appreciably 
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in spring. He had devised a transportation system which we still consider 
the best for those parts. The two ideas that remained unconquered were 
that the polar sea is unnavigable (it really still is except that it is everywhere 
sailable by submarines) and that the polar ocean is devoid of food or fuel 
resources, making it necessary to carry large quantities of both. Peary 
himself, in his journey of four hundred miles from Cape Columbia to the 
North Pole, used about ten tons of food and fuel, all of which was exhausted 
before the journey was over. 

The idea that the polar regions are devoid of animal life has been the most 
stubborn of the misconceptions and now remains the only one of our in- 
herited views that is held by many explorers and many geographers. The 
pristine polar regions now survive only in the minds of the laity. 

ERRONEOUS BELIEFS REGARDING ANIMAL LIFE IN THE ARCTIC 

When the pioneers came to the northern prairies, they were repelled by 
what was to them a great desolation. Sailors of southern seas were equally 
repelled by the ice-covered northern ocean. It was the theory of the lands- 
man that whatever birds or animals might be in the North in summer 
would certainly move south in winter. Equally, the sailors believed that the 
whales and seals and fishes found on the margin of the ice would go south 
in the fall (which is really the case with the whale and the walrus) or would 
remain at the edge of the ice. It was thought that at no time of year 
would there be any considerable amount of animal life found in the sea 
beneath the fairly permanent ice covering of especially that part of the 
polar ocean which lies around the pole of inaccessibility-the center of the 
icy area, a point lying about four hundred miles from the North Pole a few 
degrees east of the meridian of Bering Strait.l2 

It is astounding how firm a hold these theories had on the early explorers. 
His whole record shows that Sir Edward Parry was about as truthful a man 
as ever lived. Honest as he was, he was unable to distinguish between 
theories which he held as unassailable and facts which he had actually 
observed, and so he tells us explicitly that the caribou and ovibos (musk 
oxen) of Melville Island leave that island in the fall and go south, returning 
to it in the spring.13 We now know that neither the caribou nor the ovibos 
leave the island and go south. The ovibos stay in the island at all times, 
while the caribou do travel east and west at various times of year (not 
particularly in autumn), going from Melville west to Prince Patrick and 
east to Bathurst Island. There are some also that go north and south 
between Melville Island and the islands to the north of that. This may 
happen at any time of year when the ice is sufficiently stable. There is no 

12 Vilhjalmur Stefansson: The Region of Maximum Inaccessibility in the Arctic, Geogr. Rev., Vol. Io, I920, 

pp. I67-I72. 
s1 "They arrived in Melville Island in the middle of May, crossing the ice from the southward, and quitted 

it on their return towards the end of September" (A Supplement to The Appendix of Captain Parry's Voyage 
for the Discovery of a North-West Passage, In The Years 1819-20, London, I824, p. clxxxix). 
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southward migration from Borden Island to Melville Island in the fall nor 
any northward migration in the spring, but merely an erratic movement 
between. Furthermore, this fact has no bearing on Parry's statement, 
which was to the effect that the animals moved south from Melville Island 
and came north to it in the spring, a thing that has never been observed 
and has doubtless never occurred in the case of ovibos and seldom or never 
in the case of caribou. 

When so reliable a man as Parry could make a definite but entirely 
unfounded statement about the absence of land animals from Melville 
Island in winter, it does not seem particularly strange that other equally 
honest explorers, confusing accepted theory with observed fact, make 
equally definite statements to the effect that animal life is absent from the 
ocean to the north of Siberia or Alaska or Greenland. 

To begin with, explorers such as Wrangel or Nansen or Peary who traveled 
over the ice on the polar ocean had inherited from their ancestors the view 
that these were regions devoid of animal life. Quite as important is the 
fact that they came to the shores of the polar sea with the idea, which is 
held nearly universally, that primitive people, such as the Eskimos, are 
well-nigh infallible in their knowledge of the habits of the animals they 
hunt. They therefore took as fact what the Eskimos told them about seals 
being found only near land, assuming that these seal-hunting aborigines 
must know. Such an assumption should not be made. The Irish have been 
cultivating potatoes now for centuries, and still an Irish farmer will tell you 
things about the nature of the potato which you classify as simple supersti- 
tion. Hundreds of generations of sailors have spent their lives on the sea 
and have discovered that the moon controls the weather, which it does not, 
and have failed to discover that the moon controls the tides, which it does. 
These things being so, need we suppose the Eskimos are infallible when 
they tell us about the habits of seals? 

NATIVE KNOWLEDGE NOT INFALLIBLE 

As has been said, the explorers appear to have come to the North with 
the idea that in this field the Eskimos were infallible. The Eskimos told 
the explorers that seals are found only near land, and this was taken not as 
the expression of a view but as the statement of a fact. When, at latitude 
86? N., Peary eventually saw a seal in an open lead,14 this struck him and 
his Eskimo companions as remarkable (as he told me in conversation) and 
requiring special explanation. 

The explorers, then, knew the absence of seals from the polar ocean far 
from land (a) through their inherited views, (b) through information from 
the Eskimos, (c) because they never saw them, and (d) because of the absence 
of polar bears which live on seals. It seems at first a reasonable assumption 
that if one animal's food is known to consist practically exclusively of another 

14 R. E. Peary: The North Pole, New York, I9Io, p. 250. 
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animal, then you would inevitably find the predatory animal wherever 
the food animal is abundant. This logic has the flaw that a beast of prey 
may succeed remarkably well under one condition and fail entirely under 
another. A well-known example is the snowy owl which lives on mice. In 
summer the owls prosper everywhere in the polar regions because at that 
time the mice can be'seen running around on top of the ground. In winter 
the mice are still in the northern lands just where they were in summer but 
they are in their frozen holes or going around, mole-fashion and invisible 
to the owls, under the snow. It seems clear that owls do not suffer from the 
cold of the northern winter and that the only thing which drives them 
south in the fall is the coming of the snow, a condition that protects the mice. 

I am one of those who admire the cunning and prowess of the polar bear 
and believe that this animal has not as yet been given full credit by the 
animal psychologists for its comparative rank in intelligence. However, I 
do not consider it a piece of extreme vanity to suppose that I have more 
brains than a polar bear, that I might be able to get seals in a place where 
bears fail utterly, and might prosper by hunting in a place where no bear 
could live. 

In this article I cannot go into the details of seal hunting as practiced by 
us out on that ocean which once was supposed to be devoid of seals. There 
is no novelty in the method we used. The only novelty is that we applied 
it in a region in which neither Eskimos nor explorers had considered applying 
it because of their inherited views to the effect that the seals were absent, 
and because they had inferred the absence of the seal from the absence of 
bears and bear tracks. With a party from my expedition I traveled for two 

years in a region where we never saw a polar bear track, and still while 

traveling we lived mainly on seals which we were able to get from under 
the ice, where they would have been safe from the utmost ingenuity of polar 
bears, even had the bears been there to look for them.15 

CONSERVATISM AGAIN A HINDRANCE TO DISCOVERY 

The man in the street has ideas of the North that are his because the recent 
advances of science have not been able to change the current of popular 
thought as it applies to the north polar regions. The scientists themselves, 
being victims of their daily association with the average man and of the 

very vocabularies that have been built up under the influence of our old 
ideas about the North, have found it difficult to apply consistently to the 
deduction of correct views about the remote North their scientific principles 
evolved in southern latitudes. Had there never been a Mosaic cosmogony, 
with its six thousand years spanning all of human development, those 

might have been considered the most conservative geologists and anthro- 

pologists who made the longest estimates of the period that man as man has 

15 For methods of seal hunting, see Vilhjalmur Stefansson: The Friendly Arctic, pp. 171-172 and 301- 

3I0; idem, "Living Off the Country" as a Method of Arctic Exploration, Geogr. Rev., Vol. 7, I9I9, PP. 29I-3I0. 
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existed upon the earth, for archeology shows that the bodily changes in 
man during the last seven thousand years have been slight, some say 
negligible. But it has been a fact in our day that those have been called 
conservative who have assumed or deduced the shortest possible period of 
man's history on the earth. They have esteemed it a sort of merit to make 
their conclusions conform to a cosmogony which, as scientists, they had 
entirely discarded. 

There seems to be at present a similar tendency among authorities on the 
polar regions. Although the various sciences predispose us to make favorable 
conclusions about animal life in the North, we are still considered conserva- 
tive in so far as we make our judgments conform, not to the principles of the 
sciences that apply, but to the views inherited from a superstitious ancestry. 
It has always been considered probable that great aggregations of animals 
might be found in the tropics or in the temperate zone. No serious doubts 
have, therefore, been cast upon estimates made in Africa or in the middle 
of North America about vast herds of grazing animals, whether eland or 
bison. I do not recall that I have ever heard questioned even the most 
extravagant estimates of the size of buffalo herds. These estimates, 
however, do not rest upon any other sort of evidence than that which goes 
to show that caribou move in the Arctic and sub-Arctic regions in herds 
equally large-say a million animals. But so strong in the public mind is 
the presumption for the barrenness of the North that the very men who have 
seen the herds which they think contain a million, will admit their real 
estimates to you only in conversation and will print instead of their real 
views statements more "conservative." 

Similarly the oceanographers who have found out that animal life abounds 
at the margin of the ice make very guarded statements as to the probability 
of its extending under the ice. One by one we have already discarded nearly 
all of our former beliefs about the North. If in the case of any man we find 
nine statements of his to be lies, we incline to assume that the tenth is a lie 
also. In the case of the North, however, when we find our ideas one after 
another to be wrong, we still continue to act on the principle that the 
remaining ideas are probably true and that they must not be canceled 
except through overwhelming evidence. 

ANIMAL LIFE PROVED ABUNDANT IN PARTS OF THE POLAR OCEAN 

In my reasoning about the polar regions and in my work based on that 
reasoning I have treated the still-accepted views about the North as I would 
the still-undisproved statements of a man whom I have found uniformly 
unreliable. I have traveled in the particular regions which Sir Clements 
Markham selected to point out as devoid of animal life,16 and there I found 
animal life particularly abundant. No one before our time has tried sys- 
tematically to find animal life in the regions previously supposed to contain 
ittle or none, but we who have tried have so far succeeded everywhere. 

16 Sir Clements Markham: Life of Admiral Sir Leopold McClintock, London, go99, p. 172. 
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Should we then be intimidated into "conservative" adherence to old beliefs 
and assume that we have happened upon one favorable region after another 
and that somewhere else in the polar ocean there must exist at least a little 
remnant of the desolate polar regions that were once so extensive? Or should 
we say that since the applicable sciences know no principle according to 
which the rest of the polar ocean should be any more "devoid of animal life" 
than the parts already shown to be abundantly supplied, the time has come 
at last to follow science and observation and to place the burden of proof 
upon anyone who desires to maintain that there is somewhere a large 
part of the polar area that conforms to ancient views? 

As shown in my recent book "The Friendly Arctic""7 and as previously 
brought out in my article "The Region of Maximum Inaccessibility in the 
Arctic," the area in the Arctic covered with so much ice that it has till now 
remained unnavigated is not symmetrical, with the North Pole for a center, 
as seems to have been commonly assumed by those who supposed that the 
geographic North Pole was one of the places devoid of animal life. The real 
center of the icy area lies in the direction towards Alaska, at about latitude 
83? 50' N., or 400 statute miles from the North Pole. If the iciness of the 
ocean is the reason why animal life is assumed to be absent, then the as- 
sumed area of desolation should lie roughly in a circle which has the "pole 
of inaccessibility" rather than the North Pole for a center. If we reckon 
from that center, we have already found seals so near the pole of inacces- 
sibility that the North Pole is no farther from it. There is, therefore, the 
same presumption for finding seals at the North Pole that there is for finding 
them where we have actually found them. 

ARCTIC "DESERTS" NOT LARGE 

As pointed out in the article to which we have just referred, we have 
found that certain areas of the polar ocean are better supplied with animal 
life than certain other areas. This merely corresponds to our knowledge of 
the continents and of the oceans. In any new land, in the sense in which 
North America was new four hundred years ago, the traveler who makes 
a long journey will find himself at one time in a region of more game and 
at another in a region of less. Similarly, the fishermen know that certain 
parts of the Atlantic are well supplied with cod and that in others the pros- 
pect of finding even one codfish is remote. From the point of view of animal 
life there are deserts on the continents and in the warmer oceans, so why 
should there not be similar deserts in the polar ocean? Thus far we have 
never found these seal-less areas very large. As we travel north we come 
into a district where there are less and less seals but, as we continue farther 
north, we come into another district where there are more and more seals. 
There appears, accordingly, no definite relation between the abundance 
of seals and latitude. 

17 Pp. 8-II. 
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CONCLUSION 

It cannot be considered proved that seal life is as abundant at the North 
Pole as at certain places where we have traveled depending for our food 
month after month on seals; but it appears to me we have carried our inves- 
tigations and reasoning on this subject so far that the burden of proof now 
rests on anyone who assumes that there is a part of the polar ocean, whether 
the North Pole or any other part, that is devoid of animal life or where 
animal life is so scarce that a skillful hunter would find it difficult to secure 
food and fuel for a small party of men and dogs. 
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